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Housing: Equal 
Protection for 
Law Students 
On December 16, 1983, Associate 
Justice Patrick King of the Boston 
Housing Court ruled that a landlord 
may not refuse to rent to persons 
simply because they are law students. 
In so ruling, the Court rested its deci-
sion on the Massachusetts Public Ac-
commodations law and the State 
Consumer Protection Act which may 
now bar any arbitrary discrimination 
or refusal to deal on the part of 
businesses offering their services to 
the consuming public. 
The law suit in which the ruling was 
made was filed in April 1983 in the 
Boston Housing Court in the form of 
a class action. It alleged that when 
Eric Dannenmaier, a law student at 
Boston University, sought housing in 
August 1982 through Commonwealth 
A venue Associates, a rental agency in 
Allston, he was told that his applica-
tion would not be considered by 
Hamilton Realty because he was a law 
student. Hamilton Realty, which is 
owned by Harold Brown, is the 
largest private landlord in New 
England, with some 4,000 apartments 
in Boston, many of them located in 
Allston-Brighton. 
The suit which comes against a 
background of other litigation bet-
ween Hamilton Realty, its tenants, 
and the state and federal government, 
further charges that at the time 
Dannenmaier sought housing it was 
Hamilton Realty's policy to 
discriminate against all law students 
because Brown believed they were 
more knowledgeable about their 
rights as tenants and more likely to 
assert them. 
The Housing court ruled in 
response to the landlord's contention 
that even if he had done what was 
alleged, it would not have violated 
any law. Justice King found that 
. ii' ....• 11''(' . 
Is your article done yet? Books and papers are beginning to pile up as law 
review, Grimes, and moot court deadlines approach. 
Massachusetts General Law c.272, 
S98 protected all persons from ar-
bitrary treatment on the part of a 
business offering its services to the 
consuming public. This, the Court 
found, is the case even if there is no 
allegation of discrimination on the 
basis of race, sex. religion, handicap, 
or one of the other categories with 
respect to which our laws have tradi-
tionally provided special protection. 
Though the Court rejected Dannen-
maier's federal civil rights claims, its 
application of the state Public Accom-
modations law to rental housing and 
its use in connection with persons not 
within any traditionally protected 
class, portends a significant expan-
sion of the right of all consumers to 
be free of arbitrary discrimination in 
the marketplace. 
Dannenmaier will continue the 
litigation in order to establish that 
Hamilton Realty violated the law as 
the Court has now construed it, and 
seeks a permanent injunction barring 
Hamilton Realty, and its agents from 
any such conduct in the future. 
Seminar February 9 
The Law and Relationships: Friends or Enemies 
By Dean James B. Malley ed. This anxiety ought to be faced as part of 
the Law School experience because the pro-
cess of transformation-into a legal professional 
begins here with a total human person and has 
to end with one. We are human beings who 
need to love and be loved; we also happen to 
be lawyers! Not the converse and certiDnly not 
unhappy loners living on the fringes of the 
whole human experience. 
CRG Plans 
New Hampshire 
Weekend 
By Juan Acosta 
The Boston College Conservation 
Research Group will hold New 
England's first environmental tort 
litigation weekend seminar on 
February 10-11. 
Donn W. Hadden, a Michigan at-
torney who recently represented the 
province of Ontario in negotiations 
with The Reagan Administration con-
cerning the Acid Rain Crisis, will ex-
amine the use of nuisance tort action 
against corporate polluters. Hadden 
represented clients in state and 
federal actious. 
"Hadden is a real hot shot," said 
Professor Zigmunt Plater when ask-
ed about Hadden's level of expertise. 
Plater told of his first meeting with 
Hadden, saying, "he patted the hood 
of his Mercedes 450 SL and said pollu-
tion paid for this baby." Hadden may 
fly his own plane from Michigan to 
Grey Ledges Lodge in Grantham, 
New Hampshire, the site of the 
February seminar. 
The seminar was originally schedul-
ed to be held over 2 nights and two 
days, for a total cost of $80. However, 
there was little response to this offer, 
according to one group member. So, 
the seminar was shortened to one day 
and one night, and the price was cut 
to $30. There are now approximately 
21 people signed up for the trip, in-
cluding five members. The Boston 
University Law Group out of a total 
of 35 available spaces for the seminar. 
Transportation to New Hampshire 
will be by car pool. 
The price now stands at $30 for one 
night's lodging, dinner on Friday, 
Feb. 10 and breakfast and lunch on 
Saturday, Feb. 11. The place: The 
Grey Ledges Lodge. The time: 8:00 
p.m., Friday, February 10. 
In dealing with the problems and stresses 
which the Law School experience generates, 
the tendency is frequently to focus on the stu-
dent as though he or she were seeking to wres-
tle with them, either alone or in 
quasi-adversarial polarities with faculty, pro-
spective employers and peer-competitors. In 
fact, among the more serious "problems" and 
stresses imposed on the student are those 
which relate to his or her non-adversarial rela-
tionships - those with spouses, children, fami-
ly, fiancee or any "significant others" with 
whom he or she is seeking to build, maintain 
or grow in a relationship of personal, loving 
intimacy. That haunting fear that in order to 
be a really good lawyer, perhaps one must set-
tle for something of a hermit-existence, where 
the richness of loving and and intimate shar-
ing is either sacrificed or severly compromis-
So, in an effort to face and to become better 
informed about the realities of law school's im-
pact upon the student's personal realtion-
ships, Dr. Harvey Waxman, Ph.D., Prof. 
Mary Ann Glendon, Prof. Zygmunt Plater, 
and Dean James Malley, S.J. will offer what 
might be called a "Working Conference" on 
Thursday evening, February 9th at 7:30p.m. 
A "work-shop" type experience for law 
students and their partners, during which 
some beginning can be made to identify and Dean James B. Malley 
continued on page 6 
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Newspapers do not live on funding 
r§ alone. People are most importam. 
<C This issue has benefitted from the 
o.. editorial talents of a number of fresh 
faces as well as the guidance of the old 
guard. The readable layout was 
engineered by Pete Shilling, a veteran 
of undergraduate and professional 
newspaper experience. The readable 
copy was molded by Fran Parisi, a 
skilled hand at the english language. 
Former editors-in-chief Shervl Serreze 
and Mary Ellen Murphy have con-
tributed needed guidance and in-
sightful copy. Sheryl will be a staff 
writer and Mary Ellen will be the Opi-
nion/Editorial page editor. Other ad-
ditions to the editorial staff are .Jim 
Freeley as events editor, Lloyd Leven-
son as photo editor, and David Miele 
as sports editor. 
OPINION/EDITORIA~--
By Mary Ellen Murphy 
Deciding which courses to take-
the rite of each new semester-is 
something like deciding whom you are 
going to marry. Intially, we embark 
upon the first date, otherwise known 
as the first class meeting. Anxious to 
impress and retain suitors, professors 
are typically in good clothes and good 
humor. Solemn promises are made 
regarding cases to be _analyzed and 
concepts to be pondered. Then, to seal 
the student's matriculation, after a 15 
minute overview, class is dismissed. 
For some students, however, there 
is a burning need to play the field 
before settling into any permanent 
sort of relationship. These are the 
folks we notice attending every class 
for the first two weeks of the 
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took interviews for practice, for ego ferent color! Federal or Supreme materials ultimately cost when the 
boosts, or in cities in which they had Court?" first installment "retails" for $29.50? 
no interest in working. "State," said Dorothy. How dearly do we want this course, 
She then sent hundreds of direct let- "Out. Out. Out." under these mysterious cir-
ters and although it was nice to They sat together, forlorned, cumstances? And how does one file 
reciev_e_ mail, · they all came back: reading the American Lawyer when for personal bankruptcy? Such ques-
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dispense wl.th the whale blubber and Somewhere over on State Street 
just have students enclose a postcard near Ropes and Gray 
with. twp boxes; one for yes and one There's a law firm I know of 
for no.· where I can work some day. 
Dorothy could delay no longer. She 
packed up her Gilberts, Dale Carnegie 
books, and bland three-piece suits and 
set out to make a name for herself. 
Although it was not a long walk to the 
bus station, she grew weary. (Maybe 
it was the margarita at lunch), and 
upon reaching a bus station bench, 
she drifted into a deep sleep. 
She was far away with three new 
friends: a student who was petrified 
that he and his fiancee would never 
find a job in the same city. a timid and 
shy J ewish student, and a handsome, 
bronzed, Tom Selleck type who 
t hought he could sweet talk his way 
into a job because he had t he right 
connections. So off they strode; 
Dorothy, the scared beau. the tan 
man, and the cowardly Zion. As t hey 
walked they heard the voices of t heir 
classmates and teachers and advisors. 
Where everyone wears three-piece 
suits 
and all the partners are so cute 
That's where you'll find me 
Somewhere over on Wall Street I 
will be 
·and I · hope all my classmates will 
know ' 
and envy me. 
J ust then the intercom rang out, 
"All buses now leaving for San Fran-
cisco, Chicago, New York. Boston: 
and Washington." Dorothy sat up 
and wiped the sleep from t he corners 
of her eyes. She looked down at her 
red patent leather shoes and began to 
think about all of t he t alented people 
she _knew who were beating t heir 
heads against the wall trying to get 
jobs in the big cities. She wondered if 
the best jobs, best lives, and most ex-
citment were really concentrated in 
five cities. She wondered why 
everyone was afflicted with man-
datory migration, why had they all 
felt the need to venture away from 
their homes, and why had they ig-
nored so many other nice cities. She 
packed up her belongings and headed 
home. But before leaving the bus sta-
tion she stopped at the newsstand and 
bought a bumper sticker to put on the 
family station wagon. It simply said, 
THERE ' S NO PL ACE LIKE 
NOME ." 
From the 
Bunker 
Irwin's colum n will return in the next 
issue. 
DELIBERATIONS 
Huber on Bok 
Legal Education: A Captive of its Own Success 
President Derek C. Bok of Harvard, in his report 
to the Board of Overseers last April, criticized 
members of the legal profession and legal education. 
A number of his criticisms were not new but they 
became more important because of Mr. Bok's status. 
Other comments were original. Not surprisingly all 
have some merit even in the eyes of those persons 
who most favor the present legal system and legal 
education. I will try here to condense some of Presi-
dent Bok's comments, a difficult job because they are 
complex, lengthy, and dense, and indicate my own 
views on the issues. 
Bok finds that legal services delivered today are 
of excellent quality for the well-to-do, but are inade-
quate for others. Access to the courts exists only in 
theory, and the rules are so complex that ordinary 
people cannot understand them. He finds too much 
law for those who can afford it, and too little for the 
rest of us. Law not only absorbs a major amo1,1nt of 
our gross national product, it also absorbs an increas-
ing percentage of the GNP each year. 
Laws may seem to be the product of public market 
forces but are not. Government heavily subsidizes 
law suits. Judges and bureaucrats, who make a good-
ly part of the law, are exempt from any close public 
scrutiny. Even when legislation is adopted that the 
public supports, the rules that develop and the regula-
tions that are promulgated may be incomprehensi-
ble to the public. And vested interests, and lobbyists, 
get law created and prevent reform of unsatisfactory 
laws. Interpretation of laws tends to become more 
and more complex and thus distant from the real pro-
blems they were originally designed to solve. 
Bok finds even more undesirable than the waste of 
resources the waste of human talent. Law absorbs an 
Dean Richard G. Huber 
Thus rules develop that have adverse and undesirable 
effects on others who become governed by them. Ef-
forts are being made, of course, to alter tJ:lese results 
but they are little and late. 
- - · Bok finds that considerable thought has been given 
to these problems and steps have been taken to 
alleviate some of the difficulties. We still have a long 
distance to go before we even start to solve our pro-
blems. Experiments in change are not evaluated ef-
fectively so we do not know how they · really work. 
Scholars seldom look at a body of law and ask how 
it measures up to the social and economic purposes 
it is supposed to serve. No one knows how much our 
legal services need is actually unmet. Thus change 
is slow because of confusion. The development of 
large offices, serving all types of clients, may well 
create much more litigation and other unnecessary 
use of legal services. This will be particularly com-
---- pounded by the large increase in the number of 
lawyers. Total legal costs are not defined by t he 
average lawyer's income but by that income 
multiplied by the number of lawyers. 
undue number of the really gifted and this results in 
a massive diversion of talent into a field that adds 
little to "the growth of the economy, the pursuit of 
culture and the enhancement of the human spirit." 
Our society needs creativity and intelligence in all 
areas-business, public service, engineering and 
teaching-and too many of people with these abilities 
are becoming lawyers. A Qation is judged by how it 
uses its ablest people. 
Effective remedies must be multiple, to increase 
competency, to simplify and provide greater access 
of the poor and middle class to the system. Bok sug-
gests a group of possiblities that -simplify the settle-
ment of disputes-no-fault systems, abolition of 
treble damages and other such incentives to litiga-
tion, simplification of rules and regulations and their 
elimination when they serve no useful purposes. 
Beyond these palliatives, two major efforts are re-
quired. First, we must plan and coordinate the work 
of our various courts and multiple jurisdictions, to 
minimize injustice and incongruous results. Second, 
we must replace our present concept of the role of law 
to find one still very sensitive to justice but more 
realistic in terms of expense and time. 
Bok notes that our problems come not solely from 
a growth of new laws, although they constitute a 
part, but also from our traditions, which tend to 
create grounds for disputes. Our very individualism 
and competitiveness causes people to ignore others · 
and, as society calls for more fairness , the rules tend 
to multiply. We generally settle these disputes in an 
expensive, adversional judicial system, and the focus 
on individual cases results in decisions that do not 
consider the but _the n<>l~f'"'""""lr. c: 
Bok recognizes that law schools cannot carry this 
. reforming role alone but, as an educator, he notes 
what the Harvard Law School is beginning to do and 
what else it could do. First, we must generate 
knowledge about the functioning and costs of our 
legal system for, without this, we cannot increase ef-
ficiency and provide adequate access. Social science 
research is a nec~ssity. And curriculum focus must 
, c):umge. Schools train students for legal combat, not 
continued on 6 
LETTERS - : . . . ) Please don 't tell me or implore me To leave my emotions at home. 
They aren 't something that can be 
Buried 'neath legal reasoning, 
Afraid to be heard. · To the editor: 
This is in response to Mr. Cook's ar-
ticle of December 5. His article, entitl-
ed "Here's a Dime Call Your Mother, " 
raise the age old question. "What the 
hell are we doing in law school." Mr. 
Cook's critisizm is not, however, a 
novel insight into solving the dilem-
ma between doing well for oneself and 
doing good for society. According to 
Mr. Cook, the real driving force 
behind studying the law is to make 
law review, and thus graduate with 
the security of Wall Street lunches in 
wool suits for years to come. In Mr. 
Cook's mind, the question is "What's 
wrong with American Law Schools?" 
The real question, however is "What 
is wrong with American Law School 
Students?" 
There is a third option other than 
Wall Street or social work, and that 
is everything in between. It may seem 
difficult to believe, but there many 
who learn both the "black letter law" 
and the living law," if you will. Som· 
people actually mapage to make law 
review without selling out on their 
families or their heritage. Some 
students do well because they enjoy 
learning what they hope to be using 
the rest of their lives. And some 
students even forsake Wall Street for 
Idaho, or God forbid, the government. 
Sure, some students arrived on 
campus their first year with financial 
success as the only goal to achieve. 
Others came with high ideals about 
making life better for others. I 
suspect however, that most of us 
would like to strike a sort of balance: 
do well for ourselves and do good for 
society. If law review, good grades, 
school service, accomplishments in 
advocacy centers, etc., will aid in the 
guest, then such activities should be 
encouraged. Cynicism, however is not 
a constructive aid. The problem is fre-
quently not around us, it is often 
found within. 
JohnS. Brennan '84 
Malnourished from disuse. 
Teach ine. to think like a lawyer, 
But must I "feel" like one, too? 
And no thank you, Mr. P. 
I 'II leave your Latin alone. 
I don't need empty words 
That make a bad idea sound right, 
To justify the irrational, 
Accept the unthinkable 
Or, worse, give a judge a reason 
Why he can sleep at night. 
So please don't "objectify" me 
With your law school neutrality. 
There's only so much 
Of "both" sides I can take. 
Let me leave with what I came, 
An ear for pain 
And eyes that see. 
Let my _heart have as much say as 
my brain. 
KMJ. 
1st yr., Section 2 
,j 
SJUDICIARY COMMITTEE 
..... 
This is the first in a series of articles 
written by Senator Michael LoPresti, 
Jr., who is Senate Chairman of the 
Joint Judiciary Committee of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
ROUND p 
Senator LoPresti, Jr., D-Suffolk and 
Middlesex, has represented his consti-
tuents in the Massachusetts Senate 
since 1973. Senator LoPresti has serv-
ed as Senate Chair of the Judiciary 
Committee since 1981. He is also Vice-
Chairman of the Senate Committee on 
Ethics, and a member of the Commit-
tee on Insurance. As Senate Chairman 
of the Judiciary Committee, LoPresti 
has been instrumental in the enact-
ment of judiciary legislation c.oncern-
"<~' ing such critical issues as: joint and 
~ interstate child custody, victim-
0 witness compensation and protection, 
~ the establishment of a committee for 
public counsel services for indigent 
defendants, the expansion of the rape 
shield law, the p·revention of family 
abuse and the reform of a 
Massachusetts Uniform Commercial 
Code. 
Senator LoPresti is a graduate of 
Harvard University and Boston 
University Law School. 
The joint Committee on Judiciary 
recently filed its Annual Report sum-
marizing the legislation enacted for 
the 1983 session. There were over 930 
bills that the Committee had to render 
a decision on, over 50 of which were 
finally enacted into law. In light of the 
number of obstacles and delays a bill 
must usually overcome before its final 
passage, the percentage of bills which 
were enacted under advisement of the 
J uciciary Committee is remarkably 
high. 
The following summaries comprise 
a cross-section of Judiciary bills that 
were enacted in 1983. This will give 
you an idea of some of the changes in 
the Massachusetts General Laws. 
. (The Chapter number refers to the 
Acts of 1984, the other number cor-
responds to the House or Senate bill.) 
Chapter 145 (H.6186) 
AN ACT FURTHER REGU-
LATING TESTIMONY IN CER-
TAIN PROCEEDINGS INVOLV-
ING THE PHYSICAL OR SEXUAL 
ABUSE OF A CHILD. 
Prior to the enactment of this law, 
neither a husband nor wife would be 
compelled to te~tefy against each 
other in a trial or criminal proceeding 
except in cases involving desertion, 
non-support, or illegitimacy. This 
legislation would also make it possi-
ble to compel the husband or wife to 
testify against each other in cases in-
volving child abuse, including incest. 
It's February; Do You Know 
Where Your GAPSF AS Is? 
By Sheryl Serreze 
The new year requires many things 
from a financial aid applicant at 
Boston College Law School-tax 
returns, aid applications and the ever-
popular G APSF AS. The latter two 
forms are currently available from the 
Admissions Office in Stuart M308. 
The Boston College application and 
statement of financial independence 
(the bright yellow forms), need not be 
filed with the school until April 20, 
1984. However, the college reccom-
mends that the G APSF AS be filed 
before February 1, 1984 to ensure that 
the report is recieved by Boston Col-
lege before March 1, 1984. The 
GAPSFAS mav be filed after 
February 1, but to protect one's 
chances of receiving aid, it should be 
filed as soon thereafter as possible. 
By completing and filing these 
forms a law student can be considered 
for: (a) National Direct Student 
Loans; (b) College Work-Study; and (c) 
Presidential loans & awards. Be sure 
to check-off which of these types of 
aid you are interested in . If you are 
particularly interested in summer 
work-study, it may be a good idea to 
write that out above the regular 
check-off for term work-study. 
Law students still must procure 
their own Guaranteed Student Loans 
from private banks (in the amount of 
$5000.00). Other private loans such as 
the Guaranteed Insured Loan (the 
HELP loan), the Parental Loan 
(PLUS loan) and the Law School 
Assured Access Loan (LSAAP) are 
available from private banks. 
Unfortunately, there still is no 
department to assist people in the 
sometimes impossible task of com-
pleting the necessary financial aid 
forms. Even the GAPSF AS instruc-
tions themselves are of little use in 
trying to determine the entire finan-
cial aid history of a student or the pro-
jected summer earnings of a 
prospective spouse. You are, however, 
allowed to estimate your income for 
1983 if you have not yet filed a tax 
return. (An interesting note here is 
that Boston College itself has not yet 
sent out its W-4 forms, yet it expects 
this information to be filed in less 
thanone week.) 
The 'most im:portant thing to 
remember about financial aid applica-
tions is that deadlines are important. 
If forms are, not :filed on time, a stu-
dent's chances of receiving aid are 
reduaed. ' 
NEWS FOR -; THE NOSY 
Notes and gossip may be ad- ''h:rgh.The"tea;D,0,~ however, has yet to 
dressed to Caroline Orlando and produce an adequate effort against 
left in the Alledger Mailbox the Harvard Business SchooL The 
·Eagles' 2-2 ~- tie· to the .Business 
School's B-Team on January 15 was 
By Caroline Orlando 
Congratulations to David Perkins 
and Diane Lukac. These second year 
students became engaged to each 
other during the semester break. 
Hopefully, Diane also found time to 
obtain a new B.C. Law I.D. Last 
semester, she continuously used 
David's I.D. when one was required, 
thereby increasing the chances of an 
identity crisis. 
The B.C. Law's hockey team, the 
Legal Eagles, continue to prevail over 
their opponents. Despite a grueling 
exam schedule, inclement weather, in-
.- juries, and Friday night games, par-
. ticipation and enthusiasm remains 
followed by a loss the next night to 
Harvard's A-Team. The Business 
School scored "significantly more" 
goals during that game. If the team 
loses to corporate America on the ice, 
can they win in the court room? 
Mark Cowen, however, must be 
praised for his heroic and diligent ef-
forts against the B-school. Mark's 
steadfast performance inspired the 
team. Recognition that Mark's 
stomach objected in a most emphatic 
manner underscored the team's ap-
preciation. Fortunately, Mark was sit-
ting on the bench at the time of his 
illness and the ice escaped damage. 
Mark's desire to play hockey is 
becoming hazardous to other and 
Chapter 292 (H.1516) 
AN ACT FURTHER REGU-
LATING INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
FOR MISAPPROPRIATION OF 
CERTAIN TRADE SECRETS. 
This law increases an employer's 
capacity to prevent the dispersal of 
trade secrets by an employee to com-
petitive business. Through the invoca-
tion of a preliminary injunction, the 
employer could forestall the 
dissemination of trade secrets by an 
employee until either the Superior 
Court or Supreme Judicial Court 
deemed that such dispersal of infor-
mation was contractually valid. 
Chapter 367 (S.1027) 
AN ACT EXPANDING THE RAPE 
SHIELD LAW 
Evidence of the reputation of a vic-
tim's sexual conduct is not ad-
missable in proceedings involving 
rape. This new chapter extends the 
above limitations on the admissabili-
ty of the victim's sexual conduct to 
proceedings involving: indecent 
assault and battery on a mentally 
retarded person and sexual inter-
course with a feeble minded pers~n. 
Chapter 522 (S.959) 
AN ACT FURTHER Nt1ENDING 
THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL 
CODE 
This law updates and clarifies Ar-
ticle · 8 of the Uniform Commercial 
Code. The purpose of this legislation 
is to keep Massachusetts competitive 
with other states such as New York 
an<;! Connecticut. 
Sen. Michael LaPresti 
Chapter 680 (H.1868) 
RELATIVE TO INTERSTATE 
CHILD CUSTODY PRO-
CEEDINGS 
The enactment of this chapter 
brings Massachusetts more into con-
formity with the Federal Statutes 
regarding child custody by perform-
ing these specific functions: 
( 1 ) promoting co-operation with the 
courts of other states .so that 
the state. with the closest con-
nection to a case can provide the 
best custody judgment possible 
for the well-being of the child; 
( 2) avoiding jurisdictional competi-
tion and conflict with the courts 
of other states, thus eliminating 
the deleterious effects on the 
well-being of children who are 
usually shifted from state to 
state (i.e., either by illegal ab-
ductions or other unilateral 
removals of children undertaken 
to obtain custody awards). 
r--.------------------------, 
POLL: SCHEDULE SHUFFLE 
Under the recently released 1984-1985 academic year schedule, 
first year students will be taking mid-term exams before the 
holidays. 
What do you think about the change? . 
____ I agree. First year exams should be before vacatin. 
____ I disagree. First year exams should be after vacation. 
I 
I 
_Comments·---------------------------------------------1 
------------------------------------~-----------------· I 
------------------------------------------1 
I am Class of 1984 1985 1986 (Circle one). 
Please drop this poll off in the box provided at the library desk. 
~ , __ ....... -'- ... 'lllill __ --- ----------------!: . •·· ... -.-' _.,.," 
himself, however. Just last week. 
Mark negl'ected to clear his rear win-
dow of snow before driving off. In-
deed, Mark is so preoccupied with _ 
hockey that he has yet to find out 
whether he has a broken arm. 
The desire to win exemplified by 
Mark Cowen runs throughout the 
team. Various injuries indicate that 
this "no-check" sport is not all fun 
and frolic. Geoff Hobart suffered a 
separated shoulder in a pre-season 
game, while Tony Zelle recently bruis-
ed his collar bone. (Get some shoulder 
pads, Tony.) Irwin Schwartz manag-
ed to put his face in front of a stick 
on January 23 but suffered only a 
minor cut. 
This obsession with winning affects 
not only the number of injuries but 
the future participation in the game 
by ,the law school community. There 
are rumblings that next year par-
ticipation will be based on skill, not 
enthusiasm. Really, boys, isn't there 
enough competition in the real world 
to satisfy you? 
Neil Clark will be celebrating this 
week. Neil's typed draft for the En-
vironmental Affairs Law Review 
finally arrived-five nerve-wracking 
days after it was Express Mailed. 
Although many first years:were at 
Bar Review on January 2_0, the ILs 
are ominously missing from the 
library on weeknights. A bit of 
advice-now is not the time to slack 
off. Moot court is approaching and 
will consume all of your time-indeed, 
it will become your life. Besides, such 
absences lead to a paucity of informa-
tion on IL activities. Note: third year 
students are members of the lost 
generation. Even the most persistent 
reporter cannot discover information 
about them. · 
-------------------------------------..... !ill-.- .. , .. 
Federalist Society Launched 
On Dec. 2, the Boston College 
Chapter of the Federalist Society for 
Law and Public Policy studies, a na-
tional association of conservative and 
libertarian law professors, lawyers 
and law students, held its inaugural 
meeting at the Boston College Law 
School. The Federalist Society, which 
· has chapters at law schools national-
ly including chapters at Harvard, 
Yale and Stanford, and which counts 
Judge Robert Bork (D.C. CIR) and 
Solicitor General Rex Lee among its 
membership, is committed to an agen-
da of limiting the size of federal 
government and restraining judicial 
activism. The B.C. Chapter of the 
society has been established to en-
courage exploration of current issues 
by aumg responsible conser-
vative/libertarian positions and 
engendering constructive dialogue. 
The Society also hopes to provide con-
servative/libertarian students and 
faculty members with a forum in 
which they might further explore the 
philosophical and intellectual roots of 
the conservative tradition. 
The December 2nd meeting was at-
tended by 30 students and faculty 
members. Professor George Brown, 
the faculty moderator of the group, 
gave a short talk on the intellectual 
challenges faced by today's conser-
vative legal scholars. Representatives 
of the Harvard Chapter were also pre-
sent to inform the new B.C. group 
about the activities of the Harvard 
Chapter and the national group. (N a-
tiona! activities include the publica-
tion of a law review and the 
organization of a speakers bureau.) 
Finally the students instrumental in 
forming the B.C. chapter expressed 
the hope that the group would make 
a positive contribution to the intellec-
tual life of Boston College. 
The Federalist SoCiety plans to hold 
a brief membership meeting in 
January and will sponsor speakers 
periodically throughout the year. 
Students interested in participating 
in the society should feel free to at-
tend the meetings as announced in the 
Alleger and on the bulletin boards. 
Firmly committed to the principle of 
mixing business with pleasure, the 
Society completes each of its 
meetings with a social at which peo-
ple can meet, mix and mingle. Those 
with alternative viewpoints are 
welcome. 
Dodd to Speak 
at Law Foruin 
The Boston College Law School 
chapter of the Dag Haamerskjold In-
ternational Law Society is sponsoring 
a one-day forum on U.S. policy in Cen-
tral America and the Caribbean on 
Saturday, March 31, 1984. 
The Society's Public International 
Law Section is organizing the forum. 
The forum is being structured so that 
students and professionals can par-
ticipate with the forum's invited 
guests in reaching a consensus on-
or at least an analysis of-US obliga-
tions and duties under domestic and 
international law in Central America 
and the Caribbean. 
Forum speakers will include: 
U.S. Sen. Christopher J. Dodd (D.-
Conn.). Dodd, a member of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee, is well-
versed on U.S. Latin America policy. 
He served in the U.S. Peace corps in 
the Dominican Republic and is a 
lawyer. 
-William Wipfler. Wipfler is direc-
tor of the human rights division of the 
National Council of Churches and is 
vice chairman of the executive board 
:-NEWS BRIEFS~-
New Finance 
Degree Offered 
CHESTNUT HILL, Mass. -The 
Boston College Board of Trustees 
unanimously approved the establish-
ment of a new Master of Science (MS) 
Degree in Finance Program in the 
Graduate School of Management 
(SOM) during their annual fall 
meeting. 
The MS in finance degree, according 
to Finance Department Chairperson 
and Prof. Jerry Viscione, is geared to 
those with undergraduate or graduate 
degrees in management or business 
administration, and who wish to focus 
exclusively in the area of fi~ance. , . 
Comprised of eight required and 
two elective courses the degree, fully 
accredited by the American Associa-
tion of Collegiate Schools of Business 
(AACSB), is designed for completion 
in two years of part-time study, in- · 
eluding one summer. Viscione said the 
program will commence in September 
1984, with a class of 25 candidates 
For additional information, 
telephone the BC Graduate School of 
Management at (617) 552-3920. 
Dean Sponsors 
Photo Contest 
The Dean's office is sponsoring a 
photo contest to obtain pictures 
which are most representative of life 
at the Law School. Depending upon 
your perspective and imagination1 a 
wide subject range can be covered 
(student activities, academic life, per-
sonal experience, etc.). 
The contest will run from the pre-
sent through Aprillst. The prizes will 
-be awarded at areception for all par-
ticipants, Friday, April 13. 
1st Prize $100 
2nd Prize $ 50 
3rd Prize $ 25 (2 awards) 
The photos may be color or black 
and white and will be judged for quali-
ty and creativity. 
contestants should submit their in-
tires (photo and negative) to Melissa 
. Horton's Office, Stuart M305. Sub-
missions should be in an envelope 
with your name, address and phone 
number written on the front. 
Two OnevAets _,, 
Presented 
Chestnut Hill, MA-The Real In-
spector Hound and The Private Ear, 
two one act plays will be presented by 
the Boston College Dramatics Socie-
ty, February 3 and 4, in the Boston 
College Theater Arts Center, at 8 p.m. 
each evening. 
Tickets are $2.00, and may be pur-
chased at the Boston college Theater 
Box Office in person or by telephon-
ing 552-4800. Tickets will also be 
available at the door. 
REWARD: Lost: Bucherer WATCH, 
stainless steel with black face. Lost 
Sunday, Jan. 29 in the Quonset Hut 
(Basketball Court) at the law school. 
Call Lloyd at 527-5787. 
The Chapel at the Boston College Law School Campus 
of Amnesty International. 
-Michael Posner. Posner is a 
member of the Lawyers· Committee 
for International Human Rights. As 
head of a team of lawyers represen-
ting the families of four U.S. chur-
chwomen murdered in El Salvador, 
Posner went to El Salvador to in-
vestigate the murders and the subse-
quent cover-up. 
After panel-discussion/debate, 
workshops will be held on such areas 
as legal representation of victims of 
human rights violations, legislative 
responses to U.S. executive branch 
foreign policy, the educational 
system's role in foreign policy forma-
tion, and Amnesty International's 
methods of curbing human rights 
violations. 
The Dag Haamerskjold Interna-
tional Law Society is a co-curricular 
activity for students interested in in-
ternational law-both public and 
private. Those students interested in 
participating in planning the forum 
should contact either John Wipfler, 
forum chairman, or Tom Melville, 
chairman of the Public International 
Law section of the Society. You can 
also leave a note in the Society's box 
in the Mailroom. 
REJECTION LETTER 
CONTEST 
Letters will be judged in the following categories: 
Calvin Coolidge Brevity Award 
Lt. William Calley "Take No Prisoners" Award 
Roy L. Williams Literacy A ward 
Air Florida "Let 'em Down Quick and Easy" Award 
. 
Jimmy Hoffa "Ca~t in Cement" Award 
. ·. 1i ' ' ' 
The Judges wdl hil!lt consider themselves bound 
) . . . ; . ' 
by these categ~:~~~· and will make awards 
:a~pr9eriiite t9 t_Q~ 'Submissions received .. 
'"":·-- .,,, 
' ~ . '. : ;. 
CONTEST RULES: 
f) All ~uhmission~ must he photocopies of an actual lcttt.•r: 
paraphra~cd or hand-copied entries will -not he acccptcc..l. 
2) All s ubmissions must he accompanied hy your name. ~ames 
will l>e withheld upon re4uest. 
Ji All submissions l>ecome the property of the Alledger. 
Winning entries will he printed: entries will not he returned. 
4) All entries must l>c received by midnight March 15, 1984. 
5) The decisions of the Judges will l>e finaL 
Sentinar Huber on Bok 
How many of us ask ourselves-or even if we asked 
could determine-what the social or economic effects 
will be of a solution we are proposing in an individual 
case? How many of us are proficient and competent 
and recognize when risk must be taken? Studies 
reveal that law school graduates are most deficient, 
among all legal skills, in working with other lawyers, 
and in dealing with clients and opposing counsel. 
What responsibility does legal education bear for this 
considerable inability of our graduates to function 
well with other people? Why does our scholarship 
tend to be interstitial, to change in small ways rather 
than to-view the entire corpus of a part of the legal 
system and start afresh to build more logically, justly 
and comprehensibly. 
continued on page 1 
continued from page 3 
proper lawyering such as negotiation and counseling. 
Schools also do not train their students to think 
in terms of improving the system and structures of 
justice, which is the real definition of educating 
leaders of the bar. They also do not educate non-
lawyers as paralegals, mediators and others. And 
schools and structures to provide legal services to the 
general public can fruitfully combine as have medical 
schools and hospitals. 
address the types of stresses which the law 
school experience generates. Reassuring to 
participants to appreciate that the problems 
they are experiencing are entirely "normal" 
in the context; helpful also (one may hope) in 
the suggestions which might evolve to assist 
the participants to grow both in their legal 
competence and in the depths oftheir personal 
relationships. Another goal is to develop 
structures, procedures or programs which 
may offer promise to all law students to 
develop professionally in a context of enrich-
ed oersonal relationshios while at Boston Col-
lege Law School. The toll which is exacted by 
stress begins in Law School and nothing less 
than the life-long happiness of the lawyer is 
involved. 
Bok notes that many law students have little sense 
of professional commitment, have gone to law school 
for reasons that have little to do with a burning desire 
to practice law.Thus the law schools have a particular 
need to motivate students to perceive the larger 
dimensions of their profession, even if one chosen by 
default, and to comprehend the urgent problems of 
the profession. 
My differences with President Bok are certainly 
few. I do not agree that law is a non-productive part 
The legal system is complex into 
confusion, costly to near extortion 
and unthinking without considera-
tions beyond the immediate. The February 9th Working Conference is of-
fered as a resource tool for law students and 
their partners. The "success" of the venture · 
depends upon the presence of the partners 
quite as much as that of the law studel)ts. 
Those who are interesed in participating, are 
asked to see Dean Malley (Stuart M306 
X4448) or Marjorie Reyes (Dean 's Office 
X4343) as soon as possible so that a proper 
size room can be reserved and materials . 
prepared. The expenses of this meeting will he 
covered by the Law School. 
Much of what President Bok states would, I think, 
be accepted by most thinking lawyers. The legal 
system is complex into confusion, costly to near ex-
tortion and unthinking without considerations 
beyond the immediate. The habit of lawyering every 
detail of an agreement works well with clients of 
unlimited resources and vital economic interests but 
is it wise for others? Malpractice liability has led our 
profession to prefer over-to under-lawyering even if 
our training did not already make us prone to do so. 
of our society, unless you define law solely in terms 
of creating· new economic enterprises. And in solely 
economic terms certainly the arts are less productive 
than law. I also do not believe you reform a deficient 
legal system by attempting to drain the most creative 
minds of each generation into other areas of end€avor. 
The problem is not, as I see it, that we have too many 
of the bright people, but what the efforts are upon 
which those people focus-and that leads us to legal 
education. 
The following is an article by Dr. 
Waxman, who will be speaking at the 
workshop. Dr. Waxman has been on 
the staff of the McLean Hospital as 
an attending psychologist and has 
worked with students in several 
universities including the Harvard 
Business School and the Northeastern 
University Law School, in both of 
which institutions he has acted in a 
consulting capacity as well as seeing 
students privately. 
One of the most difficult aspects of 
law school is the burden that it places 
on the law student's marriage and in-
timate relationships. The problems go 
beyond the obvious ones of increased 
financial burden and greater demands 
on time-although these adjustments 
are very significant in themselves. 
Any time one member of a couple is 
~absorbed in an intense, growth ex-
perience from which the other partner 
is largely excluded there is likely to be 
increased tension and a need for ad-
justment. (The iss_ues are somewhat 
different for the married and the un-
married couples although the stress is 
present for both). Indeed, law 
students are not different in this way 
from students in business, medicine, 
psychology or any of the other profes-
sions for which intense preparation 
and training are required. 
A view from above. 
One critical factor is that the iden-
ty of one n1emoer is changing while 
the identity of the partner is not. This 
may be the first time that they are 
moving in separate directions. T!le ~-· partner-is likely to be less defined and 
law student's new identity is likely to proba bly less exdtiiig and interesting. 
be different from what the partner The partner feels left out while the 
had known in the past and not student is benefitting from and enjoy-
necessarily to the partner's likin,g; ing} he excitetp~~t of a new career. 
Furthermore, in coming to the law I~ additi~~ to -the change in ideo-
school, both members of the couple tities. a problem can arise about in-
may be leaving old identities and timacy. The law st':Jdept c,!!n· believ~ 
perhaps severing old ties. ·one person that he or she has more in common 
assumes a ready-made niche as a first with his fellow students who are par-
year student. The new role for the ticipating in the experience than from 
the spouse or partner who is largely 
on the outside. This is probably the 
-
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source of many of the affairs that oc-
cur between students in the same pro-
fessional school program. The 
partner, on the other hand, is much 
more isolated. While there are many 
people to support the student and 
understand the stress of being in law 
school, there are few people with 
whom the partner comes into contact 
on a daily basis who are in the same 
situation. 
· Obviously the question of time is 
crucial. Not only is the time spent 
together reduced, but the quality of 
that time also changes. When they are 
together, the law student may be so 
tired that the spouse is left 
dissatisfied anyway. Exhaustion 
takes its toll on the sex life of the cou-
ple, which in turn leads to irritability 
and antagonism. Even when the cou-
ple plans to reserve some time for 
each other, it may be spoiled by the 
law -student's inability to stop think-
. ~ng about law school. The other side 
.ofthisissueistheresentll}entthatthe 
law student can have of the partner 
with the more leisurely schedule-the 
resentment that comes when one 
emerges from the library to find one's 
partner with .the luxury of reading the 
newspaper or watching television. 
Nevertheless, it would be false to 
depict law school as an experience 
that is destructive to all couples. 
Some people talk about it as an ex-
perience which solidifies the 
relationship-a hurdle to be jointly 
negotiated. Said one husband, "I felt 
like the whole project was a joint ef-
fort. My part was typing her paper~ 
and bringing her coffee late at night.' · 
If the partner has a satisfying career 
or is simultaneously preparing for a 
career, the feeling of being "left out" 
is greatly alleviated. 
If the two people involved can 
recognize the inevitability and the 
temporary nature of the stressors pro-
duced by law school. and if they can 
openly discuss their fears and resent-
ments, then the relationship can be an 
important refuge for the law student 
while remaining viable for the partner. 
Dr. Harvey Waxman 
To a substantial extent, legal educa-
tion is a captive of its own success. It 
has, for generations, produced many 
of the leaders in society, many of 
those movers who have shaped our 
economy, and many devoted to the 
more standard tasks of assisting peo-
ple to function well in economic and 
social terms. But what constituates a 
high level of success depends upon 
one's definition of success. We need, 
and I certainly am a Bokian here, to 
study the legal system and its func-
tioning. We need to deepen our com-
prehension of law's broad functioning 
in society so that the true results of 
our legal decision-making processes 
can be forecast with some sophistica-
tion. I would carry Bok 's references 
to clinical education somewhat fur-
ther than he does. Professor Robert 
Berry, among others, is studying 
issues of lawyer competency and pro-
ficiency but we already have some 
good studies in this area. I think it is 
worthwhile to review the entire cur-
riculum in terms of both substantive 
coverage and of the lawyering skills, 
broadly conceived, taught. Most 
courses focus on the critical intellec-
tual training in problem determina-
tion and problem solving, but how 
many focus on the development of the 
interpersonal abilities needed by 
lawyers? Does the writing required 
train students to be accurate, concise 
and precise in the use of language to 
describe complex thought and data? 
These are questions we are thinking 
. about and which I think all of legal 
education needs . to consider most 
seriously. 
On another issue Bok and I essen-
tially, agr~e. Legal education has an 
obligation to open our minds, to give 
faculty and students the opportunity 
-to view .law in larger social contexts 
and to review its functioning. Thus 
courses such as Jurisprudence, Legal 
History and Comparative Law are 
vital parts of the education of all 
students. This type of study 
cultivates the ability to lawyer on a 
larger scale than the purely technical. 
Of course, research projects in addi-
tion to courses in these areas are 
critically needed. 
If we should be educating lawyers 
to counsel, mediate, negotiate and 
cooperate, the atmosphere of a law 
school, as well as its curriculum, 
should reflect a spirit of mutual per-
sonal support, not one that rewards 
only the competitive and aggressive 
students. I would add to Bok's com-
ments that while courses in areas such 
as negotiation and mediation are 
essential, the entire learning environ-
. ment at a law school should reflect the 
values we hope our students will use 
in their professions! life. At least as 
much is learned outside of the 
classroom as in it. 
-Richard G. Huber 
--~SPORTS~--
Skater Falter as Regular 
Season Opens 
By David T. Miele 
The "Legal Eagles," B.C. Law's 
hockey team, have started the regular 
season rather sluggishly, posting a 
1·1-1 record over the first two weeks 
of the season. This turnaround has 
been disappointing for the team, 
which dominated the graduate school 
league during exhibition compiling a 
4-2-0 mark. 
The league is made up of various 
graduate schools from the Boston 
area including Harvard Business 
School (A & B teams), Tufts Medical 
School, B.U. Medical School, B.U. 
Law School, New England Law 
School, and a Harvard Grad. School 
team made up of players from the law 
school and other graduate programs. 
The season will run for 6-8 weeks and 
the four teams having the best 
records will go on to the playoffs. 
Player/coach Isaac Peres remains 
confident of his teams' utlimate suc-
cess, and points to several key factors 
which may have _ caused their recent 
slide. "Vacations caused a definite 
problem. Most of our second and third 
years were off the ice for three weeks 
or more and probably imbibed in too 
many holiday spirits. Also, first year 
exams and break meant that our first 
years didn 't return until this week. I 
think the administration should con-
sider rescheduling exams so as not to 
conflict with our regular season 
schedule." Peres also suggested that 
his line shuffling, while often 
necessary, has disrupted the· Eagles' 
usual smooth style of play. His new 
approach is to utilize three strong 
foward lines and rotate five or six 
defensemen. With such an alignment 
and with rapid line changes, the 
Eagles hope to wear down their op-
ponents with diligent backchecking 
and tenacious forechecking. 
The regular season opened on 
January 15th at Bright Arena when 
the Eagles turned a rather lackluster 
performance tying the Harvard 
Business School B team 2-2. The 
Eagles had a depleted squad with 
many of the players away from 
Boston still enjoying the last days of 
their vacation. B.C.'s only scores in 
the game came when first year Fred 
Gilgun tapped home a rebound of a 
Jim Freely shot and Isaac Peres 
scored on an unassisted play. Freely, 
the smooth skating forward from 
Framingham, MA, who is often 
mistaken for Guy La Fleur because of 
his talents on the ice, had an excep-
tional game. Freely commented in the 
dressing room after the game, "these 
are the games we should win ... we have 
to win, a tie does nothing for us in the 
standings.'' Because some teams may 
play more games than others, league 
standings are computed by a ratio of 
wins to losses, thus making a tie in-
significant in determining standing. 
The Eagles sought to redeem 
themselves the following night on 
their home ice against the Harvard 
Business School A team. The result 
was a frustrating 6-3loss. B.C. played 
the. good solid huckey which was their 
trademark during the exhibition 
season for most of the first two 
periods. The Eagles had goals from 
Blake Shepard, Bill O'Donnell and 
Dave Phelan. Phelan especially was 
outstanding using his expert 
stickhandling and strong skating to 
dominate play on the ice. However, in 
the third period the Eagles simply ran 
out of gas. Harvard began to 
dominate play, firing shot after shot 
on B.C. goaltender Brian Cook, who 
finished the game with 32 saves. The 
walls eventually caved in and Har-
vard moved out to an insurmountable 
6-3 lead. 
The larger than normal turnout 
that watched the Eagles fall at the 
hands of Harvard were hushed late in 
the game when goaltender Cook's 
olympic dreams were almost shat-
tered by a 120 m.p.h. slap shot. An 
unknown Harvard skater carried the 
puck down the left wing boards and 
unloaded a head high slap shot from 
the top of the face-off circle that near-
•ly beheaded the B.C. netminder as it 
rose and hit the plexiglass with are-
sounding crash. Cook, -visibly shaken 
after the game stated, "It's lucky for 
me the -first thing I leamed as a 
goaltender was how to duck.'' 
Peres pointed to a combination of 
missed . opportunities and lack of 
desire as the reason for the loss. It 
was also evident that the B.C. skaters 
weren't in great physical condition. 
Many players had a difficult time 
keeping ·up their intensity, while 
others had trouble keeping down their 
lunch. 
B.C. needed a confidence builder, 
and on January 23rd on home ice at 
McHugh Forum, B.U. Med. proved to 
be just what the doctor ordered. The 
Eagles trounced B.U. Med. 10-1, as 
the future surgeons had repeated 
practice in the procedure of removing 
the puck from their own net. Almost 
every B.C. player figured in the swing. 
Jim Farrell, John Connelly and Dave 
Miele each had 2 goals. 
It was evident early in the game 
that it would be a Iaugher. B.U. Med. 
was outmanned and B.C. was once 
again moving the puck like a well-
oiled machine. The majority of B.C.'s 
goals came on 3 on 2's and 2 on 1 's 
with finely executed passing setting 
To ny Zelle, '86, becomes an engine of des t ruction as he app roaches his 
target. Zelle is organizing an indoor soccer loeague with games to be 
played in the Quonset Building. Those in terested in joining Tony should 
contac t him within the nex t t wo weeks. 
While Kenny Viscarello, '86, puts on a tough defense, Pat Dalton, '86, demurs 
to the evidence. Many law students have taken to playing basketball in the 
Quonset to relieve studing pressures. 
·-up the scores. The game was marred 
by an excessive amount of rough play 
as the med students showed no 
respect for the human body. Tough-
nosed Irwin Schwartz received a gash 
from a ·high stick, and Jeff Loeb 
("frontal") engaged in a brawl that 
erupted after a stick swinging inci-
dent late in the third period. When 
several other B.U. players jumped in-
to the melee, B.C. stellar defenseman 
Geof Hobart intervened. It was in un-
fortunate ending to a rather fine per-
formance by the Eagles who hope that 
this win will signal that they are back 
on the winning track. 
Blake Shepard, a third year forward 
and one of the leaders of the team has 
been a standout all year. After the 
•• )'1. 
B.U. Med. game he was enthusiastic 
about B.C.'s chances of going all the 
way this year. In the locker room he 
exclaimed, "We're going to bring the 
cup back to Newton." When remind-
ed that this is the first year that ti1ere 
is a formal graduate school league and 
championship he 
replied," ... details, details, 
details. . . you guys sound like a 
bunch of la~yers." 
The Eagles ' upcoming games in-
clude, New England Law School at 
McHugh Forum on Feb. 13th, 10:30 
p.m. and their first encounter with the 
Kennedy School on Feb. 20th at 
McHugh also at 10:30 p.m. Admis-
sion is free, and all are invited to 
attend. 
SPORTS WRITERS NEEDED! 
-Do you play for an intramural team? 
-Maybe you're j'ust a fan of pro or 
collegiate sports. 
-Perhaps you'd like to write a features 
article on jogging, swimming, etc~ 
If interested in writing for the Alledger 
Sports Section please contact 
David Miele, Sports Edilor 
254-1710 
or in the Alledger office. 
leave a note 
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Before you select a Bar Review 
course_ ask yourself I ~ - I 
Which course prepared more graduates 
1 of New England law schools for their bar 
I examinat!on than any other course? 
=IAR/BRI 
Which course prepared more graduates 
of law schools throughout the United States 
1 for their bar examination than any other 
I course? 
=IAR/BRI 
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